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Use your voice
 

CEO Rick Doucet

Suicide Awareness
September is suicide prevention month. As an agency,

we’ve done a lot to raise awareness about this

important issue.  On September 24th, two of your

colleagues, Jaime Brewer and Brandon Wilcox,

presented a Facebook live presentation on suicide

prevention that reached over 2,715 viewers. Just

yesterday, Nicole Hartog and Luke Moore virtually

certified six community members in Mental Health First

Aid, which trains lay people to assist someone going

through a mental health crisis such as suicide. As you’ll

see throughout this issue, several Community Reach

Center therapists have taken the time to provide

valuable information on this important subject. When it

comes to prevention, it’s difficult to prove how many

lives our efforts have saved, but believe it – your work

changes lives! Thank you to all who helped raise

awareness about suicide prevention this month.
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Checking in  | Adaptability

Please check out  Community Reach Center on social
media featuring weekly blogs, photos and news.
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Ask A Therapist:
The Facts on

Preventing Suicide
 

Jenna Bogan, MA, LPC, LAC
 

BACK TO MENU

BLOG: A Therapist's thoughts on Suicide
Prevention by Michael Discoll, LPC
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The Pandemic Continues
 As we transition to fall, I also want to acknowledge

that we’ve been surviving a global pandemic for over

6 months now. As the weather gets colder and we

lose hours of daylight, there may be more challenges

related to our own mental health. Be sure take care

of yourselves, and if that means turning off the news

and switching to the NFL to watch a big game, I

encourage you to do so.  Remember that our PTO

policy is generous for this reason.

 

Election Day is Around the Corner
We are officially almost one month away from

election day, and if there’s one message I want to

continue to share it’s that if you are unhappy with 

the way things are going, this is the time to make your

voice heard and vote. If you haven’t already, I urge you to

register to vote today. The online voting registration

deadline for Colorado is October 26th, and election day

is November 3rd.  Colorado’s polls open at 7am and close

at 7pm. If you're scheduled to work that day, set aside

time during your lunch break, or before/after work to go

to the polls, or talk to your manager about taking some

time out of the office to vote.

 

Coming Together
As we continue to push forward, I want to say thank you

for all the work you do for our community. They depend

on our services now more than ever, and what you’re

doing is truly making a positive impact on their lives.

 BLOG: How to Better Manage Back to
School Stress by Jennifer Welton, MA, MS,
LPCC 
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NEWS: Jaime Brewer is interviewed by the
Colorado Sun about suicide.
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Responding to Suicide Risk during a Pandemic

As with everything else, the lens in which we view suicide prevention
is different in a COVID-19  world. Uncertainty, isolation, job loss, our
own health and the health of those we care about, these are all things
that have an impact on suicide during a global pandemic. The
implications of COVID-19 and the physical distancing strategies we
are encouraged to participate in, may increase the risk of suicide
among those already most vulnerable. For others, it might create a
risk that was previously low or did not exist prior to the pandemic.
According to an American Psychiatric Association-sponsored poll
conducted online, “More than one-third of Americans (36%) say
Coronavirus is having a serious impact on their mental health and
most (59%) feel Coronavirus is having a serious impact on their day-
to-day lives.”
 
For clinicians, working with consumers at risk for suicide is already
challenging. With the added complexities of the pandemic, the work
can seem that much more overwhelming. In addition to utilizing the
clinical skills we have in our toolbox, there are additional ways we can
support this work as we all navigate frequent challenges and changes
in the lives of those we work with.
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According to the AMSR model, potential triggers are foreseeable
changes that could quickly increase a risk state. There is no better
time than now for us to revisit this with our clients. In light of
COVID, it is important that we ask some questions.
 

What are the things in the client’s life that have the potential to
change quickly?  
What are we doing to plan for these changes?  
What are specific steps a client can follow if they lose an
identified stabilizing factor?   
What additional resources do we need to connect with for
support?

Written by Alexis Ramirez, MA, LPC

Use Technology to Support Safety Planning

MY3: https://my3app.org/- A free smartphone application that
allows users to create their own safety plan and access support
when in a crisis. The safety plan used in this app reflects the same
safety plan domains as the safety plan in TIER.
 
Not ok: notokapp.com – Created by a teen who struggled with
depression. Allows individuals to link up to 4 contacts and use a
one touch button to text a prewritten message if they need
support.

Focus on your own Self Care
 
 
 

Lastly, as we continue to navigate through the pandemic, we
must prioritize self-care. Self-care for those in helping
professions can be a challenge. We often prioritize the needs of
others and our self-care goes to the wayside. Recently, the
National Center for PTSD had some suggestions for managing
stress associated with COVID-19 pandemic.

It is important to remember that we are only able to care for
others, if we first prioritize our own self-care. You are
important, act like it!It is normal to feel some anxiety and
uncertainty on how to continue responding to suicide
prevention in the midst of a pandemic. The good news is that
there are many ways that we can continue to support
consumers on their journey to recovery. Leaning into the skills
we already have, while adding new focus areas, will help us all
meet the needs of those we work with.

Check-in with colleagues, family, and friends
Practice brief relaxation/stress management breaks
Utilize regular peer consultation and supervision
Schedule time-outs for basic bodily care and refreshment
Seek out accurate information and mentoring to assist in
making decisions
Maintain helpful self-talk and avoid overgeneralizing fears
Focus efforts on what is within their power
Foster a spirit of flexibility, patience, tolerance, and hope

Helping those we work with safety plan, while engaging in
telehealth, is another barrier we have had to overcome since
the start of the pandemic. It is important that we meet our
clients where they are at. This may mean utilizing technology to
ensure they have access to their safety plan when it is most
needed. Check out these wonderful safety planning apps:

Alexis Ramirez with her husband Abel, and son

Nicolas (7 mo.) and Benjamin (4).

The Risk Formulation Summary from AMSR

http://%20https//my3app.org/
http://notokapp.com/


A.W.A.R.E Center| Clinical Team of the Year
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Northglenn OP Meetings:

COVID-19 Style

Walking into the A.W.A.R.E. Center (formerly the Rainbow Center),
one instantly gets a feeling of warmth and kindness. The team is
welcoming and fun, and there’s an undeniable sense of camaraderie
and unconditional support among the group. As you sit down to talk to
them, you think to yourself this kind of team is rare.

The A.W.A.R.E Center is a community center for people struggling
with mental health challenges. You’ve probably seen the monthly
calendar of activities, full of different types of classes ranging from
Zumba to meditation, to women’s empowerment and painting. The
center also offers a food bank, exercise room, pool table, resource
center, free haircuts, and soon, a “Kate Spade Boutique,” a clothing
shop for consumers to acquire new clothes. (The boutique honors the
former fashion designer, Kate Spade, who struggled with mental
illness and died by suicide in 2018).

The A.W.A.R.E. Center staff includes 2 case managers, 4 peer
specialists, 1 mental health technician, a front desk coordinator and the
team’s manager, Grace Zolnosky. When asked how they feel about
winning Team of the Year in the clinical category, Mary Clements, the
team’s Mental Health Technician shrieks with excitement “YAY we did
it!!” The team erupts with laughter and expresses agreement.

When asked about the strengths of the team, Grace mentions, “the
real magic is the legitimacy of this team. Our members can feel our
care, passion and concern. Many consumers feel like we are family to
them.”

What made this year different from the rest? First, they transitioned
to a peer specialist model. The team brought on two new peer
specialists to connect with consumers. However, the peer specialists
aren’t the only ones who can meet with consumers one-on-one. In fact,
each staff member at the A.W.A.R.E Center builds unique relationships
with the consumers, and consumers can meet with any of them
depending on their needs.

When COVID-19 hit in March, the center remained open with limited
hours.  Although the numbers of daily visitors dropped significantly,
several continued to show up and participate in socially distanced
activities. Because of the special bond the staff has with each
consumer, members of the A.W.A.R.E. team would make weekly calls to
those who could no longer visit the center in person.This soon became
something consumers looked forward to and reminded them that they
were not alone. This small act of kindness is what kept many
consumers out of crisis.

Concerned with the current state of the world, the team
initiated a new part of their Friday team meetings in which one
teammate picks a culturally, morally relevant topic to present
on. “With such a diverse team we have so much to share" says
Grace. So far, topics have included Immigrants and
Immigration, Black history, LGBTQIA, Chronic Health and
Disability and Body image. Grace continues; “We do not want
to lose sight of all there is for us to learn, and we want to be
intentionally informed when dealing with the many cultural,
emotional, behavioral and physical circumstances in which we
find ourselves, especially as it pertains to our members
understanding.”

In wrapping up a challenging yet successful year, the team is
excited for new endeavors ahead for the 2020-2021 year,
including expanding the resource center, opening the Kate Spade
Boutique and overcoming COVID restrictions to bring all their
members back to the center.
 
Stay tuned for next month's issue of Employee Connect to learn
more about the Facilities Team, our non-clinical Team of the Year!

The A.W.A.R.E. Team stands outside of the A.W.A.R.E. Center in Thornton

Celebrating

with the Team

The A.W.A.R.E Team

accepts the Clinical

Team of the Year

trophy and $100

checks for a

successful year



 It's Working | Individual Placement and Support

Question : How many of our CRC clients do you think
should work?
 
Answer: All clients who want to work should work!
 
This month, the Vocational Services team attended the
6th Annual and 1st virtual, IPS (Individual Placement and
Support) Conference.  IPS supported employment is an
evidence-based practice that helps people with serious
mental illness to work in regular jobs related to their work
interests, preferences and choices. 
 
Reasons for wanting to work include enhancing self-
esteem, having somewhere to go during the day, feeling
connected to other people, learning new skills, and
increasing income.  A person’s desire to work is the only
prerequisite for IPS and people can enter the program
even with active substance use because desire to work is a
very strong predictor of success in this program. Being
productive is a basic human need.
 
Two-thirds of people with serious mental illness want to
work but only 15% are employed.  Until the 1990’s, no
models were effective in helping people with serious
mental illness obtain stable, competitive employment.
 
 

  Even today, only 2% of people who could benefit
receive effective employment services. But that is
changing  with the support of strong and forward-
thinking leadership teams across the nation and the
globe. New mechanisms of funding, supported
employment research and services are growing rapidly
and will soon include services to: people with 
Intellectual Disabilities,  Common Mental Disorders,
Autism Spectrum Disorders, veterans with PTSD, TANF
Beneficiaries (Temporary Aide to Needy Families),
Opioid Addition, etc. will have access to IPS supported
employment programs, services and support.  
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Paula House
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People Success | Employee Wellness Updates

 
You received your biometric screening results, but
what comes next?  It’s time to take action on your
personal health goals! Cigna members have
access to a variety of health resources on
MyCigna.com.  Resources include a health
encyclopedia, apps and activities, and a 24-hour
health information line. 
 
Congratulations to the following drawing winners
who received prizes for participating in our on-
site clinics: 

 

Candice Leimkuhler
Jennifer Aber
Susan Enlow
Kendra Theim
Abigail Hassen
Maritza Orozco-Reyes
Jacob Abbas 

Flu Shots 
 
Cold and flu season is upon us.  Protect yourself by receiving a flu shot at one of our onsite clinics, visiting your
physician or participating pharmacy.   People Success will send out an email with specific dates and a link to
sign up for our October clinics.   Can’t make it to an onsite clinic?  Click here to view participating  pharmacies.  
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http://intranet/Admin/HR/Benefits/FluShot_ParticipatingPharmacies.pdf


Appreciating the amazing staff we work with is easy to do.  Some of the
reasons our friends received Virtuous Vibes in August include

demonstrations of leadership and compassion; awesome caseload
management; great progress in onboarding; supporting with grace;

always being supportive; endless help with so many things; collaboration;
flexibility; being open to feedback; assistance with a large project;

mentoring; excellence in consumer support; generosity and kindness. 
Congratulations to the following staff who received Vibes in August!
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Maritza Orozco-Reyes

Sandra Medrano

Theresa Quintana

Bree Shea

Pam Pischel

John Slahor

Andrea Turk

Michele Lewis

Laurene Dinneen

Hillary Tsucalas

Liz Gorrell

Patty Ward

Vanessa Alarcon

Ashley Lewis

Marcy Libeer

Ben Dungan

Rachel Johnson

Amanda Juarez

Katie Beauchamp

Jamie Carpio-Hernandez

Danielle Madonia

Lisa Puma

Johanna Mendez

Audrey Mulhair

Beth Reynolds

Caroline Wall-Zimmerman
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BIRTHDAYS 

Leah Robertson
Abigail Percifield
Daniela Rosenberg  Paiz
David Sherman
Christine Dennis
Amanda Conroy
Paula House
Elizabeth Gustin
Miranda Edwards
Gessica Peri
Mario Zarate
JoAnn Quintero
Candice Leimkuhler
Erin Belanger
Thomas Franchi
Kathryn Tromans
Kimberly Massetti
Christina Martinez
Laurie Schleper
Brandon Buenavidez
Amber Mora
Jenny Hardy
Shannon Kinsey
Briana Lanford
Daniel Fitch
Melinda Lewis
Alexander Morales
Laura Border
Joseph Martindale
Katie Almond
Daniela Rossi
Brian Crowe
Robbin Reed
Starr Wedemeyer
Judith Gonzalez Resendiz
Neha Vaitha
Sarah McNare
Matthew Campeau 
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10-24
10-25
10-26
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1
Casey Dietz

Gabriela Pineda
Jasmine Dahl

Marilyn Mendez
David Sherman

Vicki Correa
Mary Dillon 

2

5
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 Natalie Seguin
Danielle James
Abigail Hassen

Edna Terry
Paige Eller

Gina Schiffman
Jenna Ross

Chelsea Johnson
Caitlyn McConnell

Breana Fernandez Zamora
James Kuemmerle

Jennifer Gilbert

Meg McCabe
Christian Nelson
Benjamin Bauer

Daniela Rosenberg Paiz
Julie Falkengren

Abigail Smith
Jean Villarreal
Jessica Deepe
Robert Klaerez 

Lucie Brossard
Kayla Jaramillo
Maria Gonzales
Indira Pompa
Faith Wallace

7

Philip Darula
Sylvia Medina

Ashley Lewis

Kathleen Watson
Maria Luna

Shantel Young

Tara Rahrs
Lindy Lewis

29
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6
Randy Hoppes
Michelle Dance

Brandon Buenavidez
Brandon Wilcox
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Chop, chop, 
yum, yum

5 Ingredent Crock Pot White Chicken Chili

 
It’s the end of September and that means leaves are changing
colors and there is a chill to the air. What better way to celebrate
the fall than a warm soup? Do not think about what you’ll have for
dinner tonight. Make this easy no mess chili in 15 minutes!
 
4 servings
 
Prep Time: 5 minutes
Cook time: 15 minutes
 
Ingredients:
 
-6 cups chicken stock or vegetable  (low sodium)
-3 to 4 cups cooked shredded chicken
-2(15-ounce) cans of white beans (you could also use pinto or
garbanzo), Rinsed and drained.
 -2 cups (16 ounces) salsa verde (store-bought or homemade)
-2 teaspoons ground cumin
 -Optional toppings: diced avocado, chopped fresh cilantro,
shredded cheese, chopped red or green onions, sour cream,
crumbled tortilla chips
 
 

By Maritza Orozco-Reyes
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Click here for the recipe link

Instructions:
 
1) Combine ingredients.  Stir together chicken stock, shredded
chicken, beans, salsa and cumin in large stockpot.
2) Bring to a simmer.  Cook on high heat until the soup reaches a
simmer.  Then reduce heat to medium-low to maintain the simmer.
3) Serve immediately, garnished with your favorite toppings.
 
 Chicken: 4 cups shredded chicken is equivalent to approximately
2 medium-sized boneless skinless chicken breasts.  

https://www.gimmesomeoven.com/5-ingredient-easy-white-chicken-chili-recipe/

